
I LOVE WRITING AND 
READING

Times Tables with Roman

Numerals

Choose a times table and
write it out using Roman
Numerals.

Toga Tangle

The Romans wore togas.
See if you can make a toga and
take a photo of you wearing it!

Write some instructions for how
you made the toga.

A to Z 

Create an A to Z of the Roman Empire, with
a definition for each word.
Example:
A – amphitheater: the centre of
entertainment in Roman times.

Roman Myth Or Legend 

Retell the story of a Roman myth or legend and present
it as a comic strip,
e.g. Romulus and Remus,
Androcles and the Lion.

I LOVE PROLEMS, MATHS 
AND SCIENCE

Colosseum Facts

How long did it take to build
the Colosseum?
How big is it?
Why is it crumbling?

Create your own Maths game with a Roman 

theme. 

It could include countries of the Roman Empire,
Roman towns in Britain or famous Roman
buildings. It could perhaps use cards, counters, a
spinner or dice with Roman numerals.

Grow a type of herb and keep a diary of its 

progress. 

The Romans loved to grow herbs for
medicines.

You might like to use a graph, photos or
observational notes.

Volcanos

Pompeii was an important city in the Roman Empire.
Unfortunately Pompeii sits on the site of a volcano.
Map where these volcanos are in the world:
• Mauna Loa, Hawaii
• Mount Fuji, Tokyo, Japan
• Mayon Volcano, Albay, Philippines
• Mount Kilimanjaro, Kilimanjaro National Park,

Tanzania

I LOVE MAKING AND 
HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES

Mosaic Madness

Create your own Roman
mosaic, showing something
famously Roman. Use any
medium you like.

Just Like a Roman

Listen to the song ‘Just Like a Roman’ by Suzy
Davies. Write down at least 8 facts you have
learnt from the song. Evaluate the song. Did you
like it? Explain why.

Find A Traditional Roman Recipe 

Cook your tasty Roman treat and take a
photo to show your creation. Write out the
recipe and evaluate what you have made.
What did you think of it? What did your
family think of it?

Marching Song

Write the words for a marching song that the Romans
could sing while they marched. It needs to motivate the
troops on their long journey.

I LOVE RESEARCH

Roman Chariot

Draw and describe a Roman
chariot. What were the
chariots used for?
Who used them?

Research Julius Caesar

Write five facts about him.
Was he a King?
Where did he come from?
Who did he marry?
How do you know he was powerful?
What did he look like?

What Did The Romans Ever Do For Us?

What inventions do we use today that
originally came from the Romans?
Research one and create a report about it.

Research A Roman Town

Create a brochure for visiting
a Roman town in the modern day.
What is there to see and do?
Why is it linked to the Roman era?
- Rome
- Colchester
- Pompeii


